
BI Webinar 1 – What does Business Interruption 

mean to your customers webinar - Q&As 

 
 
 

Please find below the questions and answers from 
the webinar. 
 
Can you insure for AICOW only? 

Yes there is an option to insure only for this item. In our next webinar we will specifically talk about 

where & when this cover can be beneficial & also aspects that may need to be further considered. 

Triggers for BI claims - is this by number of claims or value of claims? 

The no’s referred to in our presentation talk about the no of BI claims CGU has received. 

Where an Insured has different profit units ie retail and mobile repair, can you insure only for the 

loss of Gross Profit for one profit unit only? 

Yes in theory you can, it would be important in this case to be specific in the policy schedule about 

the aspects of the operation that are covered. It goes without saying that your sums insured should 

be properly validated.  

The determination of rate gross profit, could this better be explained and the dermination of the 

rate? 

We will talk through this aspect in our next webinar however put simply; the rate of Gross Profit is 

simply the % that the Gross Profit sums insured bears to the total T/O a client receives. The rate of 

gross profit is then multiplied by any reduction in T/O to determine the amount payable in a Gross 

profit claim.  

Is Machinery Breakdown a trigger under CGU BI Cover?  Or do you need to buy a stand- a-lone 

product? 

CGU’s Padlock Property Owners product provides BI cover following breakdown (assuming you have 

taken Machinery cover). For all other business however, a standalone Machinery policy should be 

taken out & then extended to include BI cover.  

For Tradesmen, can you insure for AICOW without taking out a Section 1 cover?  

We do not write BI cover without writing property exposures, if we were to write General Property 

cover for a tradesman’s tools we could extend BI to cover interruption as a result of loss to those 

tools. 

Is there a BI calculator available for use to help clients estimate their BI exposure and get 

adequate cover? 

This is something we are investigating at the moment. In the interim if you have access to the LMI 

website, there is a great tool to help calculate Gross Profit sums insured which our staff readily 

accepts.  
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Is that 2.5% of policies having BI claims representative of the all CGU Property policies having 

claims - understand that not all Property policies have BI cover 

The 2.5% figure represents the % of BI policies each year that have had a claim. 

Can CGU consider non flood cover limit for property but flood cover for the BI section? 

This is not something we can do. A key premise in provision of BI cover is that damage to property 

has to be from “insured damage”. This premise is there to ensure that damaged property can be 

reinstated so the business can continue to operate in the same capacity as prior to the loss – if we 

are unable to reinstate flood damaged premises (because cover is excluded)  we can’t provide BI 

cover. 

Could you describe the claims preparation costs extension and when would the Insured be entitled 

access these funds? 

This extension is to pay for fees incurred to help validate or quantify a BI loss. Typically these costs 

would be to use accountants or other professionals to help go through accounting records etc. 

Whilst the business package policy has a general limit to allow for claims preparation expenses, 

sometimes this may not be enough when considering the complexity of a business (or that costs may 

also be required for the property loss)  so customers can purchase additional cover.  

Will there be discussions in later webinars to provide simplified guidleines to determine sum 

insured?  

Yes, this will be a key focus of our second webinar. 

How frequently will these information webinars be - once a month?  

We are aiming to have these webinars around every 3-4 weeks. 

Are indemnity periods getting longer due to increasing demands getting building approvals etc? 

This is an issue where there should be greater consideration given to longer indemnity periods than 

what is usually the accepted 12 months however we have not seen any such increase. This is a 

problem we are looking to consider further however our key focus is actually getting the near 66% of 

customers who don’t have BI cover to at least take some form of cover. 

What is the best way to work out the BI cover? From turnover or estimated Costs 

When talking about Gross Profit the best method is to start with T/O & then deduct expenses that 

you know are definitely variable costs – this way if you are unsure of whether an expenses is variable 

or not & you leave it in, you won’t knowingly under insure.  
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Are there sections within the BI policy that clients can select?  

The key covers available under BI are: 

Gross Profit 

o Payroll 

o Annual Gross Revenue 

o Weekly Income 

o Gross Rentals 

o Additional Increased Cost Of Working  

If a client has to be temporarily removed to keep operating what is the CGU process and do you 

have empathetic assessors to take the client through the whole claim process? 

We have had many claims where we have sourced temporary premises for customers, we realise 

how important it is to get the business up & running in some capacity as quickly as possible (this also 

helps us with the final payment). Typically we will apply an “economic test” (ie does expense 

generate a saving in profit at lest the same as a loss avoided) to see whether such expenses are 

automatically included under Gross Profit or Revenue/Rentals covers. If not then if the customer has 

AICOW cover those amounts can be claimed under that section. 

Based on your expertise on BI what would you consider being the most appropriate indemnity 

period to recommend to our clients and why?  

It does depend on the circumstances of the insured & how quickly they can set up operations & also 

be able to withstand a period or reduced turnover coming in. If the insured owns a premises & must 

rely on this to carry out operations appreciating that rebuilds can take 12 months, the IP should be 

longer than this. Conversely we do see some operations that can be re-established very quickly & an 

IP of 12 months may in fact be too long. It is critical to have the discussion with your client to 

establish their expectations on an appropriate time to re-establish operations following a loss     

Prevention of access- if council does not give notice and sends out a contractor to lay cables which 

results in the entrance of the clients premises been damaged and the client has to shut the 

entrance off, is this claimable? 

Claims examples can sometimes be difficult to quantify without knowing all facts, if the entranced is 

damaged & customers of the insured can’t access the premises & that event is not excluded by the 

property section of the policy then yes the policy would respond.  

Is there an excess on this policy? 

Yes there will be although typically this excess would be cover under the section which is paying for 

the damaged property. The standard excess is $400 but various other options are usually available 

options.  
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When paying a claim is it paid in a lump sum or monthly payments What if client doesn’t actually 

make a profit from their business (are just getting by) - can you insure based on turnover rather 

than profit? 

Claims payments will depend on the exact particulars of the loss however it is quite common to 

make regular progress payments in BI. When we talk about Profit in BI, this not only refers to 

accounting profit an insured makes, this also refers to fixed costs that the insured must make even in 

absence of earning an income. You can also insure on a T/O basis by taking the Gross Revenue 

option – we will discuss these items in greater detail in our 2nnd webinar.  

How long does it take to settle a BI claim, particularly where you have an erosion of profit margin? 

It really depends on the nature of the loss – it is in our interests as well as the insureds to settle a 

loss as quickly as possible. It should be highlighted that as indemnity periods can be 12 months or 

longer & it can take a long time for an insured to return to normal trading levels, it can take a while 

before a BI loss is fully settled. 

Will CGU waive the underinsurance penalty if brokers use LMI calculator? 

If we have properly validated the process & are comfortable with what has been calculated then our 

underwriters will consider waiving underinsurance. 

Can you have an agreed sum Insured without average provision? 

This is not something we presently entertain as there are some unique pricing considerations & we 

also see under insurance as an issue on some BI claims. Our approach is to create better awareness 

on these issues & also tlak about covers where calculation of the SI is not as difficult. 

Electronic equipment under the  Business pack has its own BI, if you don’t have this cover, can you 

still claim under Section 2 following Electronic Equipment breakdown 

If you want cover following Computer Breakdown, this can be purchased under the Computer 

section – it is not available under Section 2. 

There has been a lot of talk regarding Prevention of Access - can you clarify CGU Policy? How offen 

claim decline. Would you please give few example reasoning for decline? 

The actual trigger for prevention of access is that there has to be damage to property which either 

prevents or hinders access to the insureds premises. We don’t see many specific declines however it 

is important to actually show that these aspects have been triggered & the direct correlation of that 

aspect to a loss in income (ie you can’t say because of a storm/bad weather a business lost income, 

you would need to show that the storm caused damage which prevented customers from accessing 

the insured premises).  
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Do you have statistics available for claims preparation costs / accountants fees?  

This is a difficult question to answer as quite often these costs are already automatically covered 

within the general conditions of a buspack policy (which gives $25K in cover automatically & for 

many SES this is sufficient) 

Can you please comment on the difference in Gross Income & Gross Profit? 

This is a legacy of old CGU terminology being inconsistent with the remainder of the market. Gross 

Income (in old CGU speak) is the same as a typical Gross Profit cover & CGU has now renamed 

covers accordingly to avoid any confusion. 

 


